Please deliver station IDs to us by recording a voice mail at (907) 374-0577 or emailing audio files to admin@kwrk.org. Thank you!

Before recording, we encourage you to review, circle, and scratch below as needed. We are grateful for translations into Alaska Native languages and any others. Solidarity!

Most folks start with…

"YOU ARE LISTENING TO..." OR "YOU ARE TUNED TO..." OR "THIS IS..."

The actual script for the legal station ID reads just like so...

"KWRK-LP 101.7 FM FAIRBANKS"

Those letters, numbers, and words must be read in that order.

Optionally, you can tag on to “Fairbanks” with either…

"FAIRBANKS OPEN RADIO" OR "...IN FAIRBANKS, ALASKA"

The rest can be improvised.

We invite you to begin your station ID with a greeting to our community and an introduction, including the following information:

- your name / nom de guerre
- your pronouns
- where you live
- your organizational affiliation & a pitch for your cause

For example…

"I'M AMY GOODMAN, HOST OF DEMOCRACY NOW, THE INTERNATIONAL, INDEPENDENT DAILY NEWS PROGRAM. YOU ARE LISTENING TO KWRK-LP 101.7 FM IN FAIRBANKS, ALASKA - RESISTANCE RADIO FROM THE TIPPING POINT."

OR

"THIS IS RAMSHACKLE RANDY FROM THE GOLDSSTREAM VALLEY, AND YOU ARE TUNED TO..."

You then have the option of adding the tagline of your choosing, which can be entirely original if you prefer, so long as it's not "Farthest Out Fascist Radio" or anything awful. The default is "WORKERS' RESISTANCE RADIO FROM THE TIPPING POINT".

Other tag line suggestions are available on the large-print quick guide below. We encourage you to record two or more IDs: one brief one with the just the essentials (e.g., “This is KWRK-LP 101.7 FM Fairbanks Open Radio”) and one with a tag line.
KWRK-LP 101.7 FM
FAIRBANKS Open Radio
- or -
... IN FAIRBANKS, ALASKA

LIBERATION RADIO... ...FROM THE TIPPING POINT
RADICAL RADIO... ...FROM THE LOWER TANANA VALLEY
RESISTANCE RADIO... IN INTERIOR ALASKA
REVOLUTIONARY RADIO... ...FROM THE GOLDEN HEART
SOLIDARITY RADIO... OF THE GREAT LAND
WORKERS' RADIO... ...FOR THE WORKERS BY THE WORKERS

FARthest NORTH / FARthest LEFT RADIO
FAIRBANKS Open Radio FOR THE OPEN-MINDED

NO COMMERCIALS. NO UNDERWRITERS. NO FASCIST CREEP.